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designing with red
by Safir Kaylan

Among many colors  of  commercial  color  systems,  color  trends 
and color forecaster reports, red seems to have a special place. It  
never goes away. Its shades decribed by various designers range  
from a blend of chocolate to a saturated burgundy to merlot or a  
sexy fashion dress to a small accessory in light, subtle red. Red  
includes light pinks to dusty and bright versions; it  is  used for  
luxury  goods,  fashion  ads  and  paint  suppliers  to  augment  the  
excitement.  It  increases  the  pace  of  our  blood  flow,  grabs  the  
attention and wraps itself with a warm hug.

The combinations we get with red are endless. After deciding on  
the shade and the level of the lightness of a project, we can apply  
contrasting effects with other hues in varying degree of values or  
we can harmonize the selected colors in the mono and analogue  
themes.  It  is  really  exciting  to  work  with  red.  It  has  so  much 
potential to convey a strong message, create color harmony and  
attract attention. Besides the balance and the harmony, big color  
tensions can be created with red. The proportion and the specific  
relations depend on the way we use red. Lots of red with a small  
amount  of  black  would  be  a  different  message  than  a  small  
amount  of  red  with  a  dominant  black.  The  relativity  of  color,  
where  it  is  used,  with  what  other  colors  it  is  used  provide  a  
constant experimentation. A slight change in the shade, tone or  
tint might have a bigger impact on the outcome. Red is located at 
the  end  of  the  color  spectrum  across  the  green  and  between  
orange and purple  on  the  artistic  color  wheel.  Perceived  as  a  
warm color red advances in a warm context but vibrates if it is  
used  with  green  or  other  contrasting  hues.  A  skillful  color  
designer determines all the aspects of the specific color within the  
intented context. 


